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NOTE
(i)

In this report, "$" refers to US dollars.

This external resettlement monitoring report is a document of the borrower. The views
expressed herein do not necessarily represent those of ADB's Board of Directors,
Management, or staff, and may be preliminary in nature.
In preparing any country program or strategy, financing any project, or by making any
designation of or reference to a particular territory or geographic area in this document, the
Asian Development Bank does not intend to make any judgments as to the legal or other
status of any territory or area.
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I. INTRODUCTION
1.

The GMS Flood and Drought Risk Management and Mitigation Project (the Project) will
be implemented in Cambodia, Lao PDR and Vietnam. The Project aims to improve the
capacity of the countries and communities to prepare for, respond to, and recover from
the negative impact of floods and droughts. For Vietnam, the investments proposed
comprise of three non-structural sub-projects and four structural subprojects to mitigate
the adverse impacts of extreme weather events in two provinces (Tien Giang, and
Dong Thap) in the Mekong Delta. The proposed structural subprojects are: (i) Go
Cong water management improvement; and (ii) flood control system for Ba Rai – Phu An
area. With Dong Thap, the subprojects to be considered include: (iii) Upgrading and
rehabilitation of four primary canals in Plain of Reeds; and (iv) Embankment
erosion control in Thuong Thoi Tien Town, Hong Ngu District, Dong Thap Province.

2.

The impact of the project is reduced economic losses resulting from floods and droughts.
The outcome of the project is improved capacity and preparedness to manage and
mitigate the impacts of flood and drought events. The project has four components: (i)
Component 1: Enhanced regional data, information, and knowledge base for the
management of floods and droughts; (ii) Component 2: Upgraded water management
infrastructure; (iii) Component 3: Enhanced capacity for Community-based Disaster Risk
Management (CBDRM); and (iv) Component 4: Effective Project Implementation. The
executing agency is MARD, through CPO. The implementing agencies (IAs) are the
provincial Department of Agriculture and Rural Development (DARD) of the two
participating provinces, Tien Giang and Dong Thap provinces. The project was approved
on 11 November 2012, signed on 21 December 2012 and declared effective on 10 May
2013. The project is expected to be completed by 31 March 2019.

3.

Implementation of Component 2 of the Project shall result in the involuntary
resettlement through loss of land and assets of households, utilities and organization.
To minimize these impacts several Resettlement Plans (RPs) has been developed by
the Technical Assistance (ADB) and agreed by the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural
Development (MARD).

4.

RPs of the 4 sub-projects have been prepared in the basic design phase. As required,
RPs shall be updated after Loan Agreement was signed and became effective to reflect
changes and requirements occurred recently. The updated RP shall be the base for the
implementation of Project resettlement activities by Central Project Management Units
(CPMUs); District Compensation, Assistance and Resettlement Boards (DCARBs) and
stakeholders.

5.

The implementation of independent resettlement monitoring aims to ensure that
objectives, policies and principles on social safeguard (Involuntary resettlement),
entitlements of affected persons (APs) specified in the RPs will be complied.
Independent resettlement monitoring will be conducted on periodically base, two times
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per year. Periodic reports on independent resettlement monitoring shall be developed
aiming to provide the funding agencies, executing agency and stakeholders
independent review and assessment of: (i) achievement of resettlement objectives; (ii)
changes in living standards and livelihoods of affected people; (iii) restoration
and/or improvement of the economic and social base of the affected people; (iv)
effectiveness and sustainability of entitlements; and (v) the need for further
mitigation measures of project adverse impacts.
6.

Two subprojects have been carried out under the Independent monitoring program
(IMO), 4th phase, including (1) Construction of flood controlling system in Ba Rai – Phu
An region, Tien Giang province and (2) Upgrading for the saltwater intrusion control
system to the Go Cong region. Those subprojects are carrying out compensation,
support and resettlement for the affected households according to regulations of updated
RP dated August 2016. For two subprojects “Embankment erosion control in Thuong
Thoi Tien Town, Hong Ngu District, Dong Thap Province”and “Upgrading the controlling
system of saltwater intrusion in Go Cong region, Tien Giang province”have been already
completed the compensation and adopted by ADB . For the Tan Cong Chi and Khang
Chien channels – Rehabilitation and upgrading for the flood drainage and irrigation
system to the Dong Thap Muoi region has already completed the plan of detailed
measurement survey (DMS) and submitted it to Dong Thap province DONRE. The
updated RP for two works is expected to be completed in Quarter 1, 2017

7.

Therefore, 4th periodic report on independent resettlement monitoring- IRM (for the
duration from the start of RP implementation till 21 February 2017) is the resettlement
monitoring Report which is prepared for the above objectives and focused on two
subprojects (1) Construction of flood controlling system in Ba Rai – Phu An region, Tien
Giang province and (2) “Upgrading for the saltwater intrusion control system to the Go
Cong region, Tien Giang province”. The Report is developed on the basis of: ADB
Safeguard Policy Statement (SPS 2009); policies and regulations of Viet Nam on
compensation, support and land recovery; RF; RP; reports, data and information
provided by: (1) CPO; (2) Tien Giang PPMU; (3) Go Cong DCARB/Go Cong DCFLP; (4)
Ward/commune PCs in project area: Ward No.2 PC, Tan Binh CPC, Thanh Hoa – Cai
Lay town, Dong Hiep Hoa CPC belong to “Construction of flood controlling system in Ba
Rai – Phu An region, Tien Giang province” and CLFD of Go Cong town ”; (5) uRP
experts and (6) local people and persons affected by land acquisition of the subproject.

II. KEY CONTENTS OF RESETTLEMENT
8.

As mentioned above, 4thperiodic independent resettlement monitoring report (during the
time from the start of RP implementation till 21 February, 2017) focused on monitoring
two subprojects (1) “Construction of flood controlling system in Ba Rai – Phu An region,
Tien Giang province” and (2) “ Upgrading for the saltwater intrusion control system to the
Go Cong region”. At present, the sub - project of Go Cong town has completed the
compensation, support and resettlement for the affected households, only the income
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restoration program for SAHs is still continuing. The independent resettlement
monitoring report IMO of Go Cong sub-project was approved by ADB. Therefore, in this
monitoring phase, the report mainly concentrates on the income restoration program in
Go Cong sub-project in section 5.2.5 and the information of land acquisition areas, the
impact of the project would not be repeated in this section.
9.

With Ba Rai – Phu An sub project, the compensation, support and resettlement has been
implemented since July, 2016. During the 3rd independent monitoring period in
November, 2016, only 13/28 culverts were complete the compensation payment for total
of 130/247 affected households. This phase, the report focuses on monitoring of
payment of compensation for the remaining households and the deployment of support
programs for vulnerable households, income restoration program and supplementary
support to stabilize livelihood and production of severely affected households according
to ADB policies as presented in the entitelement matrix of uRP.

10. Scope of land acquisition of the subproject. The subproject acquired 90,939.21 m2 of
land of 9 wards/communes in Cai Lay town, Cai Lay district and of Cai Be district, Tien
Giang province. In which, the subproject permanently acquired 47,902 m2 and
temporarily acquired 43,037.21 m2 of land (equivalent to 47%). The types of land
affected by subproject are presented in the Table below.

Table 1: The types of land affected by subproject Ba Rai – Phu An
Unit: m2
Permanent impacts
No.

I
1
2
3
II
1
2
3
4
5

District
(Town)/Commune

Cai Lay town
Thanh Hoa
commune
Tan
Binh
commune
Ward no.2
Cai Lay district
Cam Son
commune
Hoi
Xuan
commune
Hiep
Duc
commune
Phu An commune
Binh Phu
commune

Residential
land (m2)

Agricultural land
(m2)

Temporarily
Afffected
Agricultural
Land (m2)

2,314.7

10.324,70

9.158,81

611.2

3,795.7

4,680.16

247.5

2,078.7

1,986.5

1,456

4,450.3

2,492.15

1,519.1

33,743.5

32,378.4

300

12,647.1

4,011.1

-

4,415.8

7,690.5

-

1,760.2

3,914.5

203.2

9,503.4

9,392.2

1,015.9

5,417

7,370.1
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Cai Be district

Ward/commune

1

-

Affected
Househol
ds

Dong Hiep Hoa
commune
Total

Affecte
d
persons

Number
of
severely
affected
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Households with
Loss 10% of
agricultural land

1,500
Displaced
Househol
ds

Vulnerabl
e
househol
ds

-

-

1,500

3,833.8

44,068.2

43,037.21

Source: Detailed Measurement Survey (DMS), January
2015
11. There are 3,833.8 m 2 of residential land and 44,068.2 m2 of agricultural land in the total
of 47,902 m2 of permanent acquired land,
12. The implementation of sub-project affected lands and properties of 247 households
(1,159persons). The numbers of affected households are shown at Table 2 below

Table 2: Summary of affected households
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I
1
2
3
II
1
2
3
4
5
III
1

Cai Lay town
Thanh Hoa
commune
Tan Binh
commune
Ward no.2
Cai Lay district
Cam Son
commune
Hoi Xuan
commune
Hiep Duc
commune
Phu An
commune
Binh Phu
commune
Cai Be district
Dong Hiep Hoa
commune
Total
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59

273

30

10 <30%
10

30 <70%
3

over
70%
5

22

13

20

84

7

2

2

-

5

3

14

70

5

2

-

-

4

2

25
184

119
871

18
70

6
27

1
20

5
2

13
30

8
66

26

141

10

4

4

2

1

8

35

156

7

4

3

-

1

6

21

92

4

2

-

-

2

11

76

361

36

9

11

-

21

34

26

121

13

8

2

-

5

7

4

15

-

-

-

-

-

-

4

15

-

-

-

-

-

-

247

1,159

100

37

23

7

52

79

Notes:
Cai Lay Town: 10 households affected over 10% of agricultural land were relocated.
Cai Lay Dictric: 9 households affected over 10% of agricultural land were relocated.
13. The detail of affected households shown in the table above could be summarized as
below:
-

Among 247 affected households, 52 households (235 persons)must displace to
another place, 29 households would be resettled in place through building houses
on their remaining part of land. This will mitigate negative impacts on livelihood of
the affected households.

-

Out of 247 affected households, 100 households (466 persons, accounting for
40.48%) are severely affected and 147 households (735 persons, accounting for
59.52%) are slightly affected. The impacts to those affected households are as
follow:

-

67 households (337 persons) out of 100 severely affected households affected
their agricultural land, in which 37 households (185 persons) lose from 10% to
under 30% their agricultural land area, 23 households (115 persons) lose from
30% to under 70% their agricultural land and 7 households (35 persons) lose over
70% their agricultural land.

-

19 households (95 persons) lose 10% or more area of agricultural land and must
be displaced.
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-

79 vulnerable households include: 46 female-headed households, 5 poor
households (based on Government’s regulations), 01 disable household and 27
households without land

-

118 households are temporarily affected by construction activities of the
subproject. During subproject implementation, the contractors will attempt to
minimize the temporary impacts caused by land acquisition of the subproject.

-

01 business household was affected a part of land by construction activities of
the subproject

Figure 1: Location map of project– red points are location of sewers
14. An updated Resettlement Plan for this subproject was prepared and concurred by Tien
Giang PPC, CPO on behalf of MARD, and ADB in August, 2016.
15. The tasks of compensation, support and resettlement for organizations, individuals and
households affected by land acquisition of subproject, have been carried out by CLFDs
of Cai Lay town, Cai Be district, Tien Giang province.
III. TARGET OF THE ASSIGNMENT AND SCOPE OF WORK
3.1. Target of the Assignment
16. Target of independent monitoring for resettlement is to assess compliance with the rules,
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regulations and requirements mentioned in the RP/RDD. Specifically:
-

Identify and evaluate the payment of compensation, support and resettlement for
affected people as well as the process of community consultation and information
disclosure and grievance redress procedure of projects have been carried out in
accordance with principles, requirements and procedures presented in the RPs;

-

Consider whether the objectives of the updated resettlement plan, specifically
improving or at least restoring the livelihood of the affected people have been
achieved or not;

-

Considering problems (if any) of the processes of updating the RPs, proposing
solutions to solve the problems with the implementing agencies.

3.2. Scope of work
17. Regarding to independent monitoring, IMO will carry out the following activities:
-

Periodic Monitoring: IMO will carry out periodic monitoring with frequency 2 times
per year and dependence on the updating progress of the RPs, therefore, specific
schedule of periodic monitoring may be due to the CPO/ CPMU mobilization.

-

Evaluate after resettlement: Six months (06) after the completion of implementation
of the RPs of the entire project, IMO will perform evaluation after resettlement to
assess results of resettlement implementation and the impact of resettlement to the
affected households by the sub-projects.

-

Join the ADB’s review mission with CPMU, upon request.

18. 4thIndependent Resettlement Monitoring Report has been prepared to carry out
objectives above and the monitoring focuses on the two sub-projects (1) “Construction of
flood controlling system in Ba Rai – Phu An region, Tien Giang province” and (2)
“Upgrading the salwater intrusion system to Go Cong region.” during the period of RP
implementation till 21 February, 2017
19. Monitoring indicators: According to TOR, independent monitoring consultant shall review
the compliance during updated resettlement plan and implementation phases. For
details, please see in the following table.
Table 3: Indicators for Monitoring
Indicator

Monitoring
the
implementation
of
1
DMS
of
affected
properties

Monitoring Indicators
Whether or not land and affected properties are measured
accurately
Whether or not affected households are invited to
participate in DMS process and sign in the minute of DMS
for their affected assets
Whether or not Grievances and questions of affected
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Monitoring Indicators
household relating to DMS are addressed promptly and
satisfactorily
Compensation for affected land; if applying the form of
compensation is land for land, whether or not replacement
land will equal to the area and location as well as
production condition with affected land. If applying the form
of compensation is cash for land, whether or not ensuring
replacement cost.

Monitoring
the
and
2 compensation
other supports by cash

Whether or not compensation for affected works are equal
to the replacement cost of construction materials and labor
cost that built affected works, not exclude the old materials
utilized
Whether or not compensation for trees/crops is equal to
market price.
Whether or not applying and calculating properly the
compensation and supports as mentioned in RP/uRP to the
affected households
Compensation payment to affected households is complete
before civil work commencement and is paid one time or
many times.
Whether or not providing project documents to the
community (RF, RP, project brochures and other relevant
documents).

Monitoring
implementation
3 community
consultation
disclosure

the
of
and

Whether or not the information shall be disclosed in public
places (prices, paymentP.)
Affected households must be consulted their ideals on land
acquisition, compensation policies, resettlement, restoration
of living standards as well as the way to access grievance
redress mechanism
How issues, proposals, etcP of affected household during
resettlement implementation phase were solved.

Monitoring
the
4 resettlement
of
affected households

Verify the living conditions, income generation in
resettlement area and infrastructure condition such as road,
electricity, water supply/drainage systemP), livelihood
Plan and implementation of relocation: consulting on
resettlement plan, carries out and publicizes relocation plan,
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Monitoring Indicators
and supports to the relocation households
Life and production stabilization of affected households after
resettlement

Monitoring the income
5 restoration,
and
supports for stable life

Whether or not the supports for income restoration such as
training, credit support
The issues that affected households have to face during
income restoration and stable life
The level of satisfaction of inventory minutes of damaged
properties

Monitoring and assess
6 the level of satisfaction
of affected households

The level of
consultation

satisfaction

of

disclosure,

community

The level of satisfaction of support, compensation
The level of satisfaction of supports for stable life and
income restoration
The level of satisfaction of new resettlement area
A grievance redress mechanism is functional.

7 Grievance Redress

Number of complaints and the natures of complaints on the
implementation of the action plan
Number of solved complaints and satisfactions of the HHs on
resolving of complaints

The coordination of
between resettlement
plan and construction
progress

Construction works just will be started when the land
acquisition and resettlement activities are complete
(compensation, support and movement)
All issues relating to project area should be addressed
There should be set up income restoration programs

Gender
minority

and

ethnic

The number of participations of women in land acquisition
and resettlement activities; the impacts of land acquisition
and resettlement affected the livelihoods of women; issues of
women’s income restoration.
Consult ideal and inform to the affected ethnic minority
households (if any) and community; measures had been
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Monitoring Indicators
taken to avoid, minimize the adverse impacts of land
acquisition for local minority communities; complaints and
grievances of ethnic minority households; issues of income
restoration for the affected ethnic minority households.

20. These monitoring indicators were specified through questions in survey forms and/or indepth interview, group discussion.
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IV. APPROACH AND METHODOLOGIES OF MONITORING IMPLEMENTATION
4.1. Approach
21. This approach requests the participation of community in the resettlement monitoring.
Following, the affected people were participated in monitoring process such as:
interviews, group discussions, visit the site of affected area with monitoring specialists.
Representative of CPO, PPMU and CLFD, the affected commune People Committee
have also participated in monitoring process by the interviews and group discussions
with monitoring specialists.
4.2. Methodologies of monitoring implementation
22. In 4th Periodic Monitoring Mission, following methods were applied:
23. Desk review
-

IMO has collected documents and data that related to compensation and
resettlement of the subproject for the review, analysis and assessment. The
documents and data were collected from following sources:
+ CPO documents
+ Tien Giang PPMU documents; CLFD of Cai Lay town, Cai Lay district and Cai Be
district; Ward/Commune PCs of Ba Rai – Phu An subproject: (1) Cai Lay town:
Ward no.2 PC, Thanh Hoa commune PC and Tan Binh district, (2) Cai Lay district:
Cam Son, Hoi Xuan, Hiep Duc, Phu An, Binh Phu commune PC, (3) Cai Be district:
Dong Hoa Hiep commune PC.
+ Documents from CLFD, Economics Department of Go Cong town,
+ The documents include: (i) RF, RP, updated RP (August - September, 2016) and
memorandums provided by CPO; (ii) reports, RP implementation documents of Tien
Giang PPMU; Dong Thap PPMU;(iii) documents provided by CLFD of Cai Lay town,
Cai Lay district and Cai Be district (Tien Giang) and Go Cong town (decisions,
reports on compensation and resettlement, minutes of inspection inventory minutes,
etc,P); (iv) policies of ADB, GoV and Tien Giang PPC .

-

IMO studied project documents and some other documents that are collected on
the field at the office (in form of hard copies and soft copies). The purpose of this
research are: (1) to study the process, regulations were proposed and approved
from the project documentation, (2) to study the plans of compensation and
clearance for components of the sub-projects (3) to view field reports and internal
monitoring reports, (4) to study the actual processes have been and will be carried
out at sub-project’s area.

24. Qualitative methods. IMO used the following qualitative methods in monitoring process
for resettlement:
-

Consultation,

in-depth

interview

and

group

discussion

with

stakeholders,
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implementing agencies, social organizations. Minutes of work are attached to the
Report at Appendix 1.
-

Group discussion, in-depth interview with affected households (severely affected
households, displaced households, vulnerable households)

-

Site visits for household areas have handed over ground to contractor of two
subprojects Ba Rai – Phu An and Cai Cai channel work. Besides, temporary
resettlement area also has been visited in order to identify difficulties and potential
adverse impacts for local people living in the resettlement area during construction
process.

25. Quantitative methods. Beside the qualitative methods that mentioned above, the
quantitative methods also was used to carry out independent monitoring for
resettlement:
-

Questionnaire survey: With the Ba Rai – Phu An sub-project, the survey was carried
out in the 3rd periodic monitoring, November, 2016.

-

Using available data at commune and district CLFD.

26. Data processing methods: Collected data and informations from field-work were
analyzed on the dedicated software such as SPSS (quantitative) and NVIVO
(qualitative). These parameters were used in monitoring report.
27. Writing report: Analyzed data and information has been synthesized and stored in
resettlement database folder. They were used as a baseline for the first periodic report
meeting requirements in the TOR.
4.3. Implementation arrangement:
28. Based on Official letter dated 1O February, 2017 for mobilizing CPO’s monitoring
specialist, VIWASE had mobilized a monitoring team including 4 specialists (01 leader,
01 resettlement specialist, 01 community development specialist, 01 gender/ethnic
minority specialist) and 2 supporting staffs for the implementation of monitoring. The
preparation for monitoring phase has been carried out immediately after CPO’s Official
letter sent to. In VIWASE’s office, the specialist of monitoring team has prepared
monitoring tools including the guide documents for in-depth interviews and group
discussions, updated RP and other documents relating to land acquisition and
compensation of Project. Site monitoring for implementing land acquisition and
compensation has been started from 15 to 21 February 2017 on two subproject areas:
Ba Rai – Phu An and Go Cong
29. Monitoring consultant worked with Commune/ward PCs, village heads, the affected
households to participate in group discussions and individual interviews. Specially
households which were wondering about compensation unit price or complaining about
DMS results The monitoring specialists of VIWASE conducted 5 group discussions to
the affected persons in 5 communes/wards (there were 55 participants); interviewed
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leaders and officers of of Cai Lay district, Cai Lay town and Cai Be district (Tien
Giang)and Go Cong town, interviewed Chairman/Deputy chairman CPCs, land officials
and directly participated and supervised compensation, support and resettlement on
commune areas thereby gathering necessary information and people’s opinion as well
as complaints if any.
30. After finishing field monitoring, the monitoring team with the support of office staffs had
quickly synthesized results of field monitoring and established a meeting with Tien Giang
PPMU and Cai Lay town PC, Cai Lay DPC, Cai Be DPC to inform preliminary monitoring
result. In the meeting, Leader of monitoring team presented feedbacks of affected
persons and the outstanding issues need to be resolved (detail see in the Section “
outstanding issues”.
V. MONITORING RESULTS
5.1. Results of Desk review
31. Subproject “Construction of flood controlling system in Ba Rai – Phu An region, Tien
Giang province” located in districts namely Cai Lay, Cai
32. Be and Cai Lay town. Tien Giang PMU cooperates with CLFD of Cai Lay town, Cai Lay
and Cai Be districts to implement land acquisition and resettlement for the subproject
“Construction of flood controlling system in Ba Rai – Phu An region, Tien Giang
province“.
33. Generally, land acquisition and resettlement procedures for two subprojects have been
implemented as stipulated in Decree No. 43/2014/ND-CP dated 15, May, 2014 and the
RP of sub-project. Data of detailed measurement surveys, inventory and compensation
are stored at CLFP of district/town in project area and Tien Giang PPMU in forms of
document and computer database. A copy of inventory minutes with sufficient signatures
of the participants and heads of the households has been given to each affected
household. Plan of compensation, support and resettlement of subproject “Construction
of flood controlling system in Ba Rai – Phu An region, Tien Giang province” has been
approved by:
(1) Decision no.2183/QD-UBND dated 16 May, 2016 of Cai Lay town PC
(detail see at Appendix 5);
(2) Decision no. 3067/QD-UBND dated 16 May, 2016 of Cai Lay DPC (detail
see at Appendix 6) and
(3) Decision no.4232/QD-UBND dated 1 June, 2016 of Cai Be DPC (detail see
at Appendix 7.
34. The public disclosure of decisions approving on compensation, support and resettlement
of two subprojects has been carried out in relevant communes/wards, the draft
compensation plan, compensation and assistance values were temporarily calculated for
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individual households. District CLFD coordinates with ward/commune PCs to set up a
meeting in order to inform draft compensation plans, compensation and assistance
values to affected households. It took about two weeks for carrying out the public
disclosure. Ward/commune PCs and CLFD confirmed the period finishing public posting
and received people’s opinion and complaints if any. After finishing the period of public
disclosure, if ward/commune PCs and CLFD had received any opinion and complaints of
people, the CLFD would finalize plans and submit it to DONRE and Provincial PC for
approval. In the case of occurring people’s opinions/complaints, CLFD would coordinate
with ward/commune PC in project area for adjustment and resolving (if complaints are
correct). After that, the CLFD would finalize plans and carry out the next steps for
approval as mentioned above.
Appendix 8: Minutes of the draft compensation and temporary value for affected
households
Appendix 9: Minutes of public posting of compensation and temporary value for affected
households
Appendix 10: Minutes of confirmation for finishing the period of public posting on draft
compensation and temporary value for affected households
Appendix 11: a Sample of Detail compensation plan for each affected households
35. Regarding the compensation, support and resettlement plan: The approved
compensation, support and resettlement plan of Ba Rai - Phu An sub-project has
followed the principles and requirements as in the RP’s entitlement matrix. However, due
to the long time of RP (2010), there has been a lot of changes in policy and
compensation unit rates. The compensation, support and resettlement plans approved
by Cai Lay Town People's Committee, Cai Lay District People's Committee and Cai Be
District People's Committee were followed the principles of implementing process,
compensation price for lands, affected assets were using market prices at the time of
land acquisition. For support programs such as: life and production stabilization, income
restoration, support for vulnerable people, it takes time to verify the eligibility of affected
households, number of entitled persons, the ratio of land loss of each household, the
need of the household on income restoration program, therefore, People's Committees
of districts and towns had the strategy of phasing the plans in different periods. The
policy for the support program has also been announced to the affected people during
the project preparation process, during consultations on dissemination of information on
the project, consultations on compensation and resettlement assistance plans.
Accordingly, the approved resettlement compensation plan of Cai Lay District People's
Committee, Cai Lay Town, Cai Be District includes the entire compensation plan,
support for land, assets on land, support for relocation and resettlement, support for
career change and job creation, and livelihood support for households who have already
identified information on land loss rate. Support programs for AHs is being implementing
by the Land Development Center and submit to DPC.
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36. According to the report of Tien Giang PMU of Reta subprojects and CLFD of Cai Lay
district, Cai Lay town and Cai Be district, compensation, support and resettlement of the
subproject Ba Rai – Phu An till 21 February, 2017 has been carried out as following:
The payment of compensation and support in Cai Lay town was implemented in 3 times
with the approved total support amount was 19.323.098.000 dong. In 1st Phase, 67
households were paid with the total amount of 18.968.556.000 dong in accordance with
Decision 2183/QD- UBND dated May, 16, 2016 of Cai Lay town PC, 07 households
were additionally paid with 204.867.000 dong in accordance with 1070/QD–UBND
dated 15, December, 2016 of Cai Lay town PC in the 2nd Phase and 02 households
with the amount of 149.675.000.đong in Phase 3. Of which, the total payment for
affected households was 18.539.819.000 dong. At present, 03 households have not
agreed to receive the payment support with a total amount of 783.279.000 VND.
The payment of compensation and support in Cai Lay District was implemented in 5
times with the approved total amount was 37.777.177.000 VND. In Phase 1, 194
households were paid with the total amount of 37.777.177.000 VND in accordance with
Decision 3067/QD-UBND dated May, 16, 2016 of Cai Lay District PC, 80 households
were additionally paid with 1.914.035.000 VND in accordance with 14016/QD-UBND
Cai Lay District PC dated 9 December, 2016 in the Phase 2. Phase 3 the payment for
measurement and adjustment of the remaining area of land plots was P. The payment
in Phase 4 for assistance to relocate water supply connection pipelines
of
organizations and infrastructures was 414.194.000 VND. In Phase 5, 2 households
were paid additionally with the amount of 23.408.000 VND . Of which, the total amount
paid for affected households was 36.846.027.000 VND and at present, 02 households
have not agreed to received the payment support with the total of 931.150.000 VND
Total households received compensation, support and resettlement under Ba Rai –
Phu An subproject is 242 households out of 247 households
37. The total number of sewers completed compensation, support and resettlement is
26/28 sewers. The remaining sewers are: Hai Lim sewer ( Ward 2 - Cai Lay town), Dap
Chua sewer (Binh Phu commune, Cai Lay district), Dong Sao - Ca Nua sewer (Phu An
commune, Cai Lay district). Tien Giang PMU has assigned a staff in charge of
resettlement-compensation accompanying with compensation council/CLFD in
subproject area to carry out compensation and Clearance. The staff worked at the site
to receive and respond to the affected people’s queries. By doing this, the Tien Giang
has been active in compensation and site clearance, and resolves the complaints
timely
5.2. Results of site monitoring
5.2.1. Information disclosure and public consultation
38. Information that related to land acquisition, compensation, assistances and resettlement
was provided sufficiently to the affected households and communities by effective
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manners such as publicly posted at the commune/ward, project leaflets sent to AHs,
public consultation meetingsP: For Bai Rai -Phu An sub- project , the information
providing for affected people includes:
-

Project documents, regulations related to the compensation, support and
resettlement of the subproject (Policies of the project, law, regulations of Vietnam
goverment, current regulations of Tien Giang People's Committee, at the time of the
RP and at the present time) were provided for involved communication;

-

The information such as results of DMS, draft compensation and assistance plan
(which was updated unit price for compensation, support and resettlement , and
current policies of the government and Tien Giang People's Committee) was
adopted in public consultations and posted publicly at the commune/ward People's
Committee for consultation with APs. Information on livelihoods support programs,
assistance for vulnerable affected households and livelihood restoration programs
were also reported to villagers and were further publicized and informed to
individual households through local consultation meetings. ;

-

Consultation with the affected households about land acquisition, compensation
policies, support and relocation, livelihood restoration program and grievance
redress procedure

39. The opinions, suggestions and concerns of the affected households and communities
were addressed in the process of land acquisition, compensation, assistances and
resettlement. Local people actively participated in the related activities. The numbers of
participants of the consultative meetings are presented in the Table 7 below.
Table 4: Numbers of Ba Rai –Phu An subproject Meeting Participants
Content of
consultations
Consultation on
goals and
resettlement
policies

Consultation on
compensation,
support and
resettlement

Location
Thanh Hoa
Tan Binh
Ward 2
Cam Son
Hoi Xuan
Hiep Duc
Phu An
Binh Phu
Dong Hoa Hiep
Thanh Hoa
Tan Binh
Ward 2
Cam Son
Hoi Xuan
Hiep Duc
Phu An
Binh Phu

Time
5/2015
5/2015
5/2015
5/2015
5/2015
5/2015
5/2015
5/2015
5/2015
9/2015
9/2015
9/2015
9/2015
9/2015
9/2015
9/2015
9/2015

Male
11
7
18
12
20
9
45
14
3
11
7
18
12
20
9
45
14

Participant
Total
Female
8
19
7
14
10
28
14
26
15
35
12
21
31
76
12
26
1
4
8
19
7
14
10
28
14
26
15
35
12
21
31
76
12
26
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Participant
Total
Female
1
4
5
11
4
7
8
20
8
16
5
12

Dong Hoa Hiep
Thanh Hoa
Tan Binh
Ward 2
Cam Son

Sep./2015
Oct./2015
Oct./2015
Oct./2015
Oct./2015

Male
3
6
3
12
8

Hoi Xuan

Oct./2015

7

Hiep Duc

Oct./2015

8

5

Phu An
Binh Phu
Thanh Hoa
Tan Binh
Ward 2
Cam Son
Hoi Xuan
Hiep Duc
Phu An
Binh Phu
Dong Hoa Hiep

Oct./2015
Oct./2015
Jan./2016
Jan./2016
Jan./2016
Jan./2016
Jan./2016
Jan./2016
Jan./2016
Jan./2016
Jan./2016

26
10
11
7
18
12
20
9
45
14
3

19
6
8
7
10
14
15
12
31
12
1

8/Aug./2016

6

0

Cai Lay town

13
45
16
19
14
28
26
35
21
76
26
4
6

The rate of women participants in the meeting of the subproject Ba Rai – Phu An is
43.67%
40. The results of surveying households by questionnaire show that: 100% respondents said
that Project information, policies, options and entitlements for compensation, assistance
and resettlement were provided to AHs during these meetings and posted at public area.
Besides, information on project implementation and preparation, affected scope,
implementation plan, current laws/policies of Vietnam Gove and Donor’s safeguard
policies also were provided to Ahs through meetings. By this way, AHs have aware of
their rights
41. Results obtained from focus group discussion and interviews with officers indicated that
there was the cooperation between local relevant stakeholders and updated resettlement
plan consultants to carry out the public consultation, and disclosure. information of the
project. In general, the public consultation process and content of both the Ba Rai- Phu
An and Cai Cai canals were implemented in accordance with the updated project policy
in the uRP and entitlement matrix, satisfied the regulations of Vietnam and also
conformity with the requirements of the approved resettlement documents and the ADB
Safety Policy Declaration (SPS, 2009).
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5.2.2 Detailed Measurement Survey (DMS) of affected assets
42. Detailed Measurement Survey (DMS) of affected assets has been carried out in line with
Government’s regulations. DMS of subproject Ba Rai- Phu An has been completed in
January, 2015. The form was completed by the households presenting all the affected
lands and assets of the household and with signatures of husband and wife (Appendix
12 and Appendix 13 ). After that, District/town CLFD conducted the detailed
measurements to verify the impacts for the households with participations of the heads
of the households, village leaders, organizations and PPMU. At the same time, CLFD
also coordinated with ward/commune PC to identify origin of land and affected
properties.
43. After DMS completed, CLFD prepared draft compensation plan and temporary value for
each AHs. Information on draft compensation and temporary value announced to AHs
through official meetings and a hard copy on draft compensation and temporary value
would be given to AHs. After meetings, draft compensation and temporary value also
was publicized at public areas (ward/commune office, street, hamlet). In consultation
meetings, AHs’s queries and complaints on DMS and compensation plan would be
cleared. People’s option would be systhezied and considered and integrated into final
compensation plan before it was approved by DPC.
44. According to the survey results, which were investigated by household questionnaires,
showed that:
- 100% respondents said they attended to the DMS process of damaged properties and
signed inventory minutes and kept 01 set of minutes of inventory and disclosure
document with full signature of the participants.
- Household survey result and interview of staff CPC show that there are some AHs’
opinions relating to DMS. Those opinions have been resolved by District/town CLFD and
Commune PCs. For example: Subproject Ba Rai – Phu An: Mrs. Pham Thi Nguyet (Hoi
Xuan commune) proposed to resurvey the land mark because its location is too close
with pigsty so this activity would affect her livestock. Another opinion arising in DMS
process, there was a new stone-grave two years ago, which constructed by Mr.Tran Van
Giau household. This grave would be lost a part according to the marks of permanent
land acquisition. Therefore, Mr. Tran Van Giau household proposed downsizing
permanent land acquisition to avoid the influences to the grave
45. The implementation of DMS for a subproject was consistent with national laws and
regulations. The process of carrying out DMS was also conformity to requirements of the
approved resettlement documents and the SPS, 2009.
5.2.3 Compensation plans
46. The detailed compensation plans were made based on the entitlement matrix in uRP
which was reconciled the legal documents of the Government of Vietnam and the
decisions of Tien Giang PPC about compensation, support, resettlement and ADB’s
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safeguard policies. Regarding the approval of compensation, support and resettlement
plans of subprojects, in order to satisfy the progress of the project, the People's
Committee of districts/towns had approved the compensation, support and Resettlement
scheme for sub-projects before the updated the resettlement plan was approved by
ADB. However, the entitlement provided to AHs was in accordance with the project
policy, specifically, the principles of compensation price at replacement cost, support
programs as mentioned in the entitlement matrix of of the updated RP. Relevant
stakeholders including Tien Giang PPMU, Cai Lay DPC Cai Lay town PC, Cai Be
District, as agreed that the updated plan should be disseminated publicly through
community consultation meetings. Accordingly, the policies used in the two sub-projects
are as follows:
Vietnam GoV’s regulations
-

Land Law dated 29/11/2013

-

Decree 43/2014/ND-CP, dated 15/5/2014 of the Government regulated in detail
some regulations of Law on land;

-

Decree 47/2014 / ND-CP dated 05/15/2014 of the Government regulations on
compensation, support and resettlement when the State recovers land/TT-BTNMT
dated 30 June, 2016 of MONRE regulated in detail on compensation, support and
resettlement when the State acquires land

-

Circular no.37/2014
Tien Giang PPC’s regulation

-

Decision No. 40/2014/QD-Committee dated 12/16/2014 of People's Committee of
Tien Giang province issued Regulations on compensation, support and
resettlement when the State acquires land on the area of Tien Giang province.

-

Decision No.44/2015/QD-Committee dated 21/12/2015of People's Committee of
Tien Giang province issued the price of types of land every 5 years (2016-2020) in
the province in 2015.

-

Decision no.350/QD-UBND dated 17/1/2016 of Tien Giang PPC for approval of land
compensation price to carry out subproject Ba Rai – Phu An.

-

Decision no.18/2016/QD-UBND dated 20/4/2016 of Tien Giang PPC regulated on
amendment and supplement of the content of compensation, support and
resettlement when the State acquires land on Tien Giang PPC. This decision was
issued with the Decision no.40/2014/QD-UBND dated 16 December, 2014 of Tien
Giang PPC.

-

Decision No.05/2015/QD-UBND dated 02/9/2015 Tien Giang provincial regulations
on damage compensation unit prices of fruit, vegetables and aquatic animals when
the State acquires land.
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-

Decision No.29/2015/QD-Committee dated 09/04/2015 of Tien Giang Province
People's Committee issued the unit price of housing construction and common
structures in Tien Giang province area.

-

Official letter no.1796/UBND-KTN dated 4/5/2016 of Tien Giang PPC regulated on
compensation and support for durian to carry out subproject Ba Rai – Phu An

47. For the Ba Rai – Phu An sub-project: Base on legal documents mentioned above, CLFD
of Cai Lay town, Cai Lay district and Cai Be district, Tien Giang province have prepared
plans of compensation, support and resettlement and such plans have been approved
by Cai Lay town PC according to Decision No. 2183/QD-UBND dated16/5/2016;
Decision no.3067/QD-UBND dated 16/5/2016 of Cai Lay DPC; and Decision
no.4232/QD-UBND dated 1/6/2016 of Cai Be DPC, accordingly:
-

Compensation for land
+ Compensation price for land has been approved separately for sub-project
“Construction of flood controlling system in Ba Rai – Phu An region, Tien Giang
province” on Cai Lay town, Cai Lay district and Cai Be district. Based on site
inspection and market price under Decision no.350/QD-UBND dated 17/2/2016
issued by Tien Giang PPC. Accordingly, compensation price of subproject Ba Rai
– Phu An is higher than PPC’s compensation price. This price has been updated
in the updated RP August, 2016 of subproject. Details on compensation price for
Cai Lay town, Cai Lay district and Cai Be district are shown at the Table below:
Table 5: Compensation price of Subproject – Cai Lay town (unit: Dong per m2)

No

Ward
/commune

Perennial crop land
1
Tan Minh
2

3

Ward no.2

Thanh Hoa

Residential land
1
Tan Binh

2

Ward 2

Name of
street/area/location

Land price
under
Decision no.
44/2015

Compensation price

Khach Minh, Lo Lang sewer
KV1-KV3
105,000
KV3-VT3
50,000
Kenh Dung, Hai Liem sewer
KV1-VT4
90,000
KV1-VT4
90,000
30 June sewer
KV1-VT4
90,000
KV1-VT4
90,000
30 June sewer, Ca Chat sewer, Ca Nua sewer
KV2-VT2
65,000
KV2-VT3
55,000
Khach Minh, Lo Lang sewer
1
Đường huyện
450,000
57B
2
KV2-VT3
120,000
Kenh Dung, Hai Liem sewer

585,000
219,000
602,000
273,000
314,000
241,000
285,000
219,000
946,000
410,000
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Tay Ba Rai road

600,000

903,000

KV1-VT4
30 June sewer
Tay Ba Rai road
KV1-VT4

350,000

539,000

600,000
350,000

614,000
428,000

30 June sewer,Ca Chat sewer, Ca Nua sewer
Tay Ba Rai road
230,000
585,000
KV1-VT3
120,000
408,000
The cost to hire temporary land for the construction of works subproject is 20,000
VND/m2/year and its duration is about 02 year.

Thanh Hoa

Table 6: Compensation price of Subproject–Cai Lay district (unit: Dong per m2)
Rural land price
No

Ward
/commune

1

Cam Son

2

Hoi Xuan

Name of
Land price
Compensation
street/area/l
under Decision
Note
price
ocation
no. 44/2015
Ong Ban sewer, Tham Rom sewer, Ong Kham sewer, Thay Thanh sewer
West of Ba 280,000
525,000
NearWest road of Ba
Rai river
Rài river (asphalt,
3.0m of width)
West of Ba 280,000
500,000
NearWest road of Ba
Rai river
Rài
river
(broken
stone, 4.0m of width)
KV1-VT3
120,000
394,000
Near Dall road, made
by broken stone, 1.5m
of width (NearWest
road of Ba Rài river,
4.0m of width)
KV1-VT4
100,000
280,000
Remaining locations
Thay Thanh sewer, Ba Gon sewer, Hai Hue sewer
West of Ba 280,000
500,000
NearWest road of Ba
Rai river
Rài
river(broken
stone, 4.0m of width)
KV1-VT3
120,000
394,000
Near Dall road, made
by broken stone, 1.5m
of width(Near West
road of Ba Rài river,
4.0m of width)
Khang Chien sewer
Provincial
600,000
1,177,000
Near provincial road
road 864
864 (the segment
from Ba Rài river to
Dong
Hoa
Hiep
commune)
KV1-VT2
160,000
526,000
Near broken stone
road, 3.0m of width,
over 15m of channel
width (near provincial
road 864)
KV1-VT3
120,000
407,000
Near Dall road, made
by broken stone, 15m
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of
width
(near
provincial road 86).
3

Hiep Duc

4

Phu An

5

Binh Phu

Cay Sung sewer, Cai La sewer, Giong Tre 2 sewer
Provincial
600,000
1,177,000
Near provincial road
road 864
864 (the segment
from Ba Rai to Dong
Hoa Hiep commune)
KV1-VT2
160,000
526,000
Near Dall road, made
by broken stone, 15m
of
width
(near
provincial road 86).
KV1-VT3
120,000
407,000
Near Dall road, made
by broken stone, 1.5m
of
width
(near
provincial road 86).
Đong Sao- Ca Nua sewer, Bo Keo sewer, Thong Luu sewer, Ap 2 sewer,
Ranh Lang sewer
District road 550,000
1,027,000
Near district road 67
67
(the segment from
provincial 75 to Phu
An bridge)
East of Phu 280,000
454,000
Near the East road of
An river
Phu An river (broken
stone, 3.0m of width)
over 15m of channel
width
KV1-VT3
120,000
373,000
Near Dall road made
be brokenstone, 1.5m
of width (near the
East road of Phu An
river, 3.0m of width)
Rach Giong- Ba So sewer, Đap Chua sewer, Cay Me sewer, Giong Tre 1
sewer
East of Phu 280,000
454,000
Near district road 67
An river
(The segment from
provincial road 875 to
Phu An bridge)
KV1-VT3
120,000
373,000
Near East road of Phu
An bridge (broken
stone, 3.0m of width),
over 15m of channel
width
Lo Hoa Thuong sewer
KV1-VT2
220,000
468,000
Near Dall road, 2.0m
of width
KV1-VT3
120,000
373,000
Near broken stone
road, 2.01.5mm of
width

Agricultural land price (Perennial crop)
No

Commune

Name
of Land
price
Compensation
street/area/loc under Decision
price
ation
no. 44/2015

Note
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Ong Ban sewer, Tham Rom sewer, Ong Kham sewer, Thay Thanh sewer
KV2-VT1
80.000
273.000
NearWest road of Ba
Rai river (asphalt,
3.0m of width)
KV2-VT2
65.000
260.000
NearWest road of Ba
Rài
river
(broken
stone, 4.0m of width)
KV2-VT3
55.000
206.000
Near Dall road, made
by broken stone, 1.5m
of width (Near West
road of Ba Rài river,
4.0m of width)
KV2-VT4
50.000
159.000
Remaining locations
Thay Thanh sewer, Ba Gon sewer, Hai Hue sewer
KV2-VT1
80.000
273.000
Near Dall road, 3.0m
of width
KV2-VT2
65.000
260.000
Near West road of Ba
Rai
river
(broken
stone, 4.0m of width)
KV2-VT3
55.000
206.000
Near Dall road, made
by broken stone, 1.5m
of width (NearWest
road of Ba Rài river,
4.0m of width)
Khang Chien sewer
KV1-VT2
120.000
557.000
Near provincial road
864 (the segment
from Ba Rài river to
Dong
Hoa
Hiep
commune)
KV2-VT
65.000
272.000
Near broken stone
road, 3.0m of width,
over 15m of channel
width (near provincial
road 864)
KV2-VT3
55.000
214.000
Near Dall road, made
by broken stone, 15m
of
width
(near
provincial road 86).
Cay Sung sewer, Cai La sewer, Giong Tre 2 sewer
KV1-VT2
120.000
557.000
Near provincial road
864 (the segment
from Ba Rai to Dong
Hoa Hiep commune)
KV1-VT2
120.000
557.000
Near Dall road, made
by broken stone, 15m
of
width
(near
provincial road 86).
KV2-VT2
65.000
272.000
Near Dall road, made
by broken stone, 1.5m
of
width
(near
provincial road 86).
KV2-VT2
55.000
214.000
Near provincial road
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864 (the segment
from Ba Rai to Dong
Hoa Hiep commune)
Đong Sao- Ca Nua sewer, Bo Keo sewer, Thong Luu sewer, Ap 2 sewer,
Ranh Lang sewer
KV1-VT3
105.000
416.000
Near district road 67
(the segment from
provincial 75 to Phu
An bridge)
KV2-VT2
65.000
230.000
Near the East road of
Phu An river (broken
stone, 3.0m of width)
over 15m of channel
width
KV2-VT3
55.000
185.000
Near Dall road made
be brokenstone, 1.5m
of width (near the
East road of Phu An
river, 3.0m of width)
KV2-VT4
50.000
159.000
Remaining location
Rach Giong- Ba So sewer, Đap Chua sewer, Cay Me sewer, Giong Tre 1
sewer
KV1-VT2
120.000
654.000
Near district road 67
(The segment from
provincial road 875 to
Phu An bridge)
KV2-VT2
65.000
230.000
Near East road ofPhu
An bridge (broken
stone, 3.0m of width),
over 15m of channel
width
KV2-VT3
55.000
185.000
Near Dall road made
by broken stone, 1.5m
of width (Near East
road of Phu An river,
3.0m of width).
Lo Hoa Thuong sewer
KV2-VT2
65.000
236.000
Near Dall road, 2.0m
of width
KV2-VT3
55.000
185.000
Near broken stone
road, 1.5m of width

Cai Be district area
Clearance milestone at Giong Tre 2 sewer is coincident with clearance milestone of
provincial road 864 (Clearance implemented in 2008). Therefore, there is no permanent land
acquisition and no compensation cost. The subproject only supported cost of hiring
temporary agricultural land to construct project site. Support shall complied with policy in
uRP, detail the provisions of Clause 10, Article 1 of Decision No. 18/2016/QD-UBND dated
28/4/2016 of Tien Giang PPC.
- According to the results of surveying households during the third monitoring phase in
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November 2016 and the results of discussions and interviews with some affected
households during the fourth monitoring phase in February 2017, the compensation
price for residential land was equivalent to the market price. However, in the opinion
of Mr. Le Thanh Binh in Hai Lim sewer - Ward 2 of Cai Lay town, the compensation
price for residential land was low.
- For affected productive lands, besides receiving compensation at the above
replacement cost, households would be received the aid for job change and job
creation by cash with the support level of 03 times the value of land affected. Most of
affected households had agreed with the compensation price and support policies
mentioned above but only Mr. Nguyen Van Son in the of Dong Sao – Ca Nua sewer Phu An commune, Cai Lay district claimed that the compensation land price for
agricultural land was still low.
- Both households of Mr. Le Thanh Binh in Hai Lim sewer in Ward 2 of Cai Lay town
and Mr. Nguyen Van Son in Dong Sao – Ca Nua sewer section of Phu An commune
of Cai Lay district have not received any compensation due to the fact that
compensation unit price, support was not reasonable.
Compensation for housing, structures and graves:
+ Compensation for affected houses and structures applied the compensation rates
regulated in the Decision No.29/2015/QĐ-UBND, dated 4/9/2015 of Tien Giang PPC
and Article no.20 of Decision no.40/2014/QD-UBND dated 16/12/2014 of Tien Giang
PPC regulated on compensation, support and resettlement when the State acquires
land in Tien Giang province area.
+ According to the assessment of the majority of affected households, the
compensation price for affected houses and structures was equivalent to the market
price at the time of compensation. The compensation level was equal to 100% of the
value of the affected house / structure, in accordance with the unit price of a new
building or structure without depreciation.
+ However, there were several households still claiming that the unit price of
compensation for houses and structures was low, such as Le Thanh Binh (Hai Lim
sewer, Ward 2, Cai Lay Town), Le Ngoc Phuong (Hai Lim sewer in Ward 2 of Cai Lay
town).
Compensation for crops/trees and cattles
+ Compensation for crops/trees and cattle affected by Subproject will be applied unit
price that issued on Decision no 05/2015/QD-UBND dated 9/2/2015 and Article no.28
of Decision no.40/2014/QD-UBND dated 16/12/2014 of Tien Giang PPC regulated on
compensation, support and resettlement when the State acquires land on Tien Giang
province area.
+ All the surveyed and consulted households confirmed that the compensation rates
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made for affected annual crops/trees and cattle were equal to the values of the
productivities of the crops/trees and cattle in that harvesting year; for affected perennial
trees, compensation unit rates were equal to the values of the trees in the market at
time of compensation. Affected households are satisfied with the applied compensation
rates and there is no complaint on the rates.
+ Due to the construction area of Giong Tre 2 sewer without land acquisition and no
impact on houses or buildings, support policies did not apply.
48. Support policies: Ba Rai-Phu An project is now being implemented in accordance with
the regulations of Tien Giang People's Committee. Supporting Programs under the
policy of the project is arranged for implementation in the next phase.
5.2.4 Compensation payment
49. Payment time: Time of payment, compensation of Ba Ra-Phu An Sub-project started on
21/7/2016.
50. Payment implementation:
-

The order of execution, payment of compensation and support for sub-projects shall
comply with the following 3 steps. Accordingly:
+

Step 1: Notify the affected households about the location of compensation
payment. When receiving the money, it is necessary to present ID card or
household registration and brings LUR certificates to adjust or withdraw. In
case of household head is unable to go, who on behalf of household head
must present a paper of authorization.

+

Step 2: Carry out payment for households, households receiving money must
sign and inscribe their names clearly on the payment vouchers that
established by Compensation Council. In case of unable to sign, person who
receives money must fingerprint. For the Ba Rai – Phu An subproject, CLFD
of Cai Lay town, Cai Lay district and Cai Be district directly paid compensation
cash, support for AHs.

+

Step 3: Completing settlement procedure. For the Cai Cai channel works
subproject, PPMU carried out payment, thus, after completing the payment,
PPMU has responsible to complete settlement procedure of the subproject.
Settlement procedure would be sent to Compensation council and
Compensation council will synthesize the whole payment vouchers to pay with
Investor according to regulations

-

Implementing agency of administrative procedures: CLFD of districts/towns,
compensation council of districts/town

-

Profile composition:
+

Compensation, support and resettlement for two sub-projects has been
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approved by PPC
+

Decisions approved for compensation, support and resettlement of the
subproject include:
List of affected households receiving compensation cash (Appendix 14)

+

Payment voucher (Appendix 15)

51. The monitoring results show that all affected households, those households have been
informed of the date, time and place of payment. Payment was implemented quickly with
simple procedures and favorable to PAHs. Compensation for land, affected
houses/structures, crops/trees, and affected assets by the subproject was compliant with
the provisions of national laws and regulations, conformity to requirements of the
approved resettlement documents and the SPS, 2009.
5.2.5 Restoration of the affected people’s lives and livelihood
52. In addition to compensation for land and assets on the affected land, Tien Giang PPMU
and Cai Lay town PC, Cai Lay PPC, Cai Be PPC also apply many other assistances
(such as support for career change and creating jobs, stabilization of production life,
support for vulnerable groups, policy households, support due to interruption of
production and business activities) for affected households for the stabilization of their
lives and incomes
53. As mentioned in Section 5.1, due to the time of the resettlement plan of the sub-project
Bai Rai – Phu An, beneficial policies proposed in the resettlement plan has been
changed and no longer appropriate. These changes in the updated resettlement plan of
the sub – projects have been adjusted to be adequate to current regulations and policies
of the project. Accordingly, the compensation, support and resettlement plans of both
subprojects adhered to the principles and policies in the entitlement matrix of the
updated resettlement plan. However, the progress of deploying the compensation,
support and resettlement work of the two sub-projects was divided into two different
period. The first phase includes the compensation of land, houses, building, and assets,
job change and creation assistance, assistance for production and life stabilization in
accordance with Provincial People's Committee, support to policy families, families of
war invalids / martyrs, poor households according to PPC. The gaps of supports
according to project policies including support for stabilization of production and life of
SAHs, income restoration program, support for vulnerable households were additionally
implemented in the next phases. According to CLFDs of district/town of the sub-project
Ba Rai – Phu An, Tien Giang, locality had to phase the implementation of compensation
and assistance to project AHs to ensure the uniformity in resettlement and land
acquisiiton policies among projects which are being implemented in project area,
avoiding complaints of affected households of other projects in same area.
54. For Ba Rai -Phu An sub-project, such programs as assistance for job change and job
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creation, for poor households, social policy households and for production and livelihood
stabilization of AHs are also implemented in accordance with the policy of Tien Giang
Provincial People's Committee in the first phase. The program to support livelihoods and
production for severely affected households under the uRP proposed benefit policy in
uRP, income restoration and support for vulnerable households programs is also
implemented in the next phases. According to the compensation, support and
resettlement plan approved by the People's Committees of Cai Lay, PC of CaiBe and
Cai Lay Town, the assistance for livelihood and production stabilization of affected
people having over 70% of the area of agricultural land is equal to the support proposed
in the uRP: 12 months support if no relocation and 24 months support if relocation; In
cases affected by 30-70% of agricultural land, the allowance for relocation according to
the province regulations and according to the uRP is 12 months, if not relocated, the
support of Tiên Giang province is 6 months, lower than 9 months in uRP; In cases
affected by 10-30% of agricultural land, the allowance according to the People's
Committee of Dong Thap province is 3 months if no relocation and 6 months if
relocation, lower than the support level proposed in uRP which is 6 months if no
relocation and 9 months if relocation. However, the policy of Tien Giang PPC also has
advantages compared to the proposed policy in uRP that is people are still supported to
stabilize their life for 3 months if no relocation and 6 months if relocation in the case of
acquisition less than 10% of agricultural land. Meanwhile, according to the uRP benefit
policy, the affected people are not supported when affected by less than 10% of
agricultural land. The differences in the support level between the regulation of
TienGiang PPC and uRP will be added and implemented in subsequent phases together
with the income restoration program and support program for vulnerable households.
55. Details of the support program for affected people have been implemented and the
proposed benefit policy in the RP, uRP of the subprojects is detailed in the table below:
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Table 7: Assistances for PAHs

Assistan
ce

Subject for
assistance

Assistance level according to
RP

1

Assistan
ce
for
jobchange
and job
creation

Agricultural
HHs do not
receive
compensation
according to
land for land
when
the
State
acquires land

Cash support equal to 2,5
times the agricultural land price
for
the
whole
area
of
agricultural land acquired but
not exceeding the allocation of
agricultural land at locality

2

Assistan
ce
for
life
stabilizat
ion

No

Ba Rai – Phu An Subproject
Assistance level according to
compensation, support and
resettlement approved
Cash support equal to 3 times
the agricultural land price for the
whole area of agricultural land
acquired but not exceeding the
allocation of agricultural land at
locality

Support 30kg of rice/person/month
- Support 12 months if they are - Support 12 months if they are
not required to move out
not required to move out
- Support 24 months if they are - Support 24 months if they are
required to move out
required to move out
- Support 36 months if they are
required to move to the difficult
areas
From 30% to - Support 6 months if they are
- Support 6 months if they are not
70%
of not required to move out
required to move out
agricultural
- Support 12 months if they are - Support 12 months if they are
land
area required to move out
required to move out
acquired
Over 70% of
agricultural
land
area
acquired

From 10% to - Support 6 months
under 30% of

- Support 3 months if they are not
required to move out

Assistance level according to
updated RP
Cash support equal to 3 times the
agricultural land price for the whole
area of agricultural land acquired
but not exceeding the allocation of
agricultural land at locality

- Support 12 months if they are not
required to move out
- Support 24 months if they are
required to move out
- Support 36 months if they are
required to move to the difficult
areas
- Support 6 months if they are not
required to move out
- Support 12 months if they are
required to move out
- Support 16 months if they are
required to move out and in
vulnerable group
- Support 6 months if they are not
required to move out
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agricultural
land
area
acquired
Under 10% of No support
agricultural
land
area
acquired
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Ba Rai – Phu An Subproject
Assistance level according to
compensation, support and
resettlement approved
- Support 6 months if they are
required to move out

- Support 3 months if they are not
required to move out
- Support 6 months if they are
required to move out

Assistance level according to
updated RP
- Support 9 months if they are
required to move out
- Support 12 months if they are
required to move out and in
vulnerable group
No support

3
Relocati
on
assistan
ce

Households
and
individuals
who
lost
housing and
the rest of
land area is
not enough to
rebuild
new
house/must to
relocate
to
other place/
resettle on the
rest of their
land area

For the households must
relocate
-The
cost
of
relocation
assistance
in
range
of
Province:
5,000,000
dong/household
- The cost of relocation
assistance to other Province:
7,500,000 dong/household

For the households must relocate
-The cost of relocation assistance
in range of Province: 7,000,000
dong/household
- The cost of relocation
assistance to other Province:
10,000,000 dong/household

For the households must relocate
-The cost of relocation assistance
in range of Province: 7,000,000
dong/household
- The cost of relocation assistance
to other Province: 10,000,000
dong/household

Relocation
to
the a) Relocation to the resettlement a) Relocation to the resettlement
b. Assistan Assistance for a)
ce
for renting house resettlement area
area
area
renting
- For the household has 01-04 - For the household has 01-04 - For the household has 01-04
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No

Assistan
ce
house

c Support
for
resettle

Subject for
assistance

Assistance level according to
RP

for
the
households
who have to
move to the
another place

members, will be supported
900,000
dong/month/household.
- The household has more 04
members: 5th person will be
received
200,000
dong/month/person
- Time of support is calculated
at the time of handing over the
land until they receive land for
resettlement and adds 04
months to build housing, while
the minimum supporting period
is 06 months
b) Resettlement on their plot
- For the household has 01-04
members, will be supported
900,000
dong/month/household.
- The household has more 04
members: 5th person will be
received
150,000
dong/month/person.
- The maximum support period
is 6 months

Support
for - No regulated
HHs
must
relocate and
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Ba Rai – Phu An Subproject
Assistance level according to
compensation, support and
resettlement approved
members, will be supported
1,200,000
dong/month/household;
- The household has more 04
members: 5th person will be
received
200,000
dong/month/person
- Time of support is calculated at
the time of handing over the land
until they receive land for
resettlement and adds 04 months
to build housing, while the
minimum supporting periodis 06
months
b) Resettlement on their plot
- For the household has 01-04
members, will be supported
1,200,000
dong/month/household.
- The household has more 04
members: 5th person will be
received
200,000dong/month/person
- Support period is 6 months

Support:
dong/household

Assistance level according to
updated RP
members, will be supported
1,200,000 dong/month/household;
- The household has more 04
members: 5th person will be
received
200,000
dong/month/person
- Time of support is calculated at
the time of handing over the land
until they receive land for
resettlement and adds 04 months
to build housing, while the
minimum supporting periodis 06
months
b) Resettlement on their plot
- For the household has 01-04
members, will be supported
1,200,000 dong/month/household.
- The household has more 04
members: 5th person will be
received
200,000dong/month/person;
- Support period is 6 months

80,000,000 Support:
dong/household

80,000,000
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No

Assistan
ce

Subject for
assistance

ment,
relocatio
n

make
their
own shelter

Support
for
HHs acquired
a
part
of
hosing land,
must
move
housing to the
remaining
land area
Support
for
relocated HHs
but they are
incapable of
resettlement1
Support
for
poor
households,
who
are
required
to
move out
5 Assistanc Business
e
for households
income
affected
by
disruption land
s for the acquisition
affected
activities
of
business the subproject
1

Assistance level according to
RP
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Ba Rai – Phu An Subproject
Assistance level according to
compensation, support and
resettlement approved

Assistance level according to
updated RP

-No regulated

- Support for the cost of - Support for the cost of
foundation repair: 30,000,000
foundation repair: 30,000,000
dong/household
dong/household

- No regulated

Support:
dong/household

64,000,000 Support:
dong/household

64,000,000

- Support
30kg
of
rice - Support
30kg
of
rice - Support
30kg
of
rice
/month/household during 5
/month/household during 60
/month/household during 60
year.
months, equal to 21,600,000
months, equal to 21,600,000
dong/household.
dong/household.
- For the business households - Organizations and business - Organizations and business
with business license:
households with
business
households with
business
Support 30% of income by cash
license will be supported under
license will be supported under
(1 year) according to average
Paragraph 5 of Article 31 of
Paragraph 5 of Article 31 of
income of Three consecutive
Decision No. 40/2014/QDDecision
No.
40/2014/QDyears before (based ontax
People's Committee of Tien
People's Committee of Tien
receipt). It is regulated at
Giang Province:
Giang Province:

For HHs built housing on acquired agricultural land and had no other place in the commune area
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No

Assistan
ce

Subject for
assistance

househol
ds

6 Bonus

Assistance level according to
RP
Section 4, Article 26, Decision
no.36/2009/QD-UBND of Tien
Giang PPC
- For the business households
have not been approved by tax
authority: After-tax income of
those business households will
be based on financial report,
report on business result, which
were submitted to tax authority
-

Allowance
bonus if the
land
was
handed over
on schedule

According to Section 4 Article
30, Decision
36/2009/QĐUBND of Tien Giang PPC
- Bonus
5,000,000
dong/household
for
households have affected
housing land and house
- Bonus
3,000,000
dong/household
for
households have affected
house
Bonus
2,000,000
dong/household
for
for
households having their land;
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Ba Rai – Phu An Subproject
Assistance level according to
compensation, support and
resettlement approved
+ If relocation to other places:
Support 30% of after-tax
income (1 year) according
to average income of Three
consecutive years before
+ If no relocation: Support
15% of after-tax income (1
year).
- Organizations and business
household without business
license but still paying tax:
+
If relocation to other
places: Support 50% of aftertax income (1 year)
+ If no relocation: Support
10% of after-tax income (1
year).
According to Section 7, Article
37, Decision no. 40/2014-QĐUBND of Tien Giang PPC
- Bonus
5,000,000
dong/household
for
households have affected
housing land and house
- Bonus
3,000,000
dong/household
for
households have affected
house
- Bonus
2,000,000
dong/household
for
for
households having their land;

Assistance level according to
updated RP
If relocation to other places:
Support 30% of after-tax
income (1 year) according to
average income of Three
consecutive years before.
+ If no relocation: Support 15%
of after-tax income (1 year).
- Organizations and business
household without business
license but still paying tax:
+
If relocation to other places:
Support 50% of after-tax income
(1 year)
+ If no relocation: Support 10%
of after-tax income (1 year).
+

According to Section 7, Article 37,
Decision no. 40/2014-QĐ-UBND of
Tien Giang PPC
- Bonus
5,000,000
dong/household for households
have affected housing land and
house
- Bonus
3,000,000
dong/household for households
have affected house
- Bonus
2,000,000
dong/household
for
for
households having their land;
fruit
trees;
flower
color;
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Ba Rai – Phu An Subproject
Assistance level according to Assistance level according to
Assistance level according to
RP
compensation, support and
updated RP
resettlement approved
fruit
trees;
flower
color;
fruit trees; flower color;
Structures (not affecting home)
Structures (not affecting home)
Structures (not affecting home)
affected;
affected
affected;
The bonus does not exceed the
The bonus does not exceed the compensation value
compensation value
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56. Support for income interruption of business households: According to the report of
Tien Giang PPMU, CLFD of Cai Lay town, Cai Lay district and Cai Be district, only 01
household (Mr. Doan Van Banh household) affected by business interruption out of 247
affected households. The household located in the area for the construction of Dap Chua
sewer, Cai Lay district. This household run business of supplying agricultural material. In
land acquisition milestone, Mr. Doan Van Banh households must relocate warehouse of
agricultural material and this will affect his household’s income and business. According
to regulations at Article 31, Decision no.40/2014/QD-UBND dated 16 December 2014 of
Tien Giang PPC, Mr. Doan Van Vanh household just has to carry out the relocation of
warehouse within their existing plot. The household has received 15% after-tax income
(one year), according to three consecutive years. The total amount of money he received
is 5,180,000 dong (details see at Appendix 16 – Announcement on confirmation of mr.
Doan Van Banh’s tax money submitted to the State and detail table on support for
interrupted business activities) The support of income interruption would be carried out
in line with regulations of Tien Giang PPC and project’s policies. However, at present
Doan Van Banh’ Household has not yet agreed to receive this support as he is
complaining about the area of land being compensated. This household will be received
an assistance amount for interrupted business activities in same time with the
compensation for land, affected assets.
57. Assistance for job-change and job creation in case of recovery of agricultural land in
cash equal to 3 times the agricultural land price for the whole area of recovered
agricultural land at 3 times the price support compensated by agricultural land was
provided to all households and individuals who directly engaged in agricultural
production. With this assistance, many households with affected agricultural land had
purchased larger replacement land for production than the acquired area. For other
families, the area remaining agricultural land is still enough to produce, they continue to
cultivate in the remaining land and acquired land of the sub-project. They have not
purchased the replacement land, but intend to purchase upon request of land hand over
for construction. Those having over 10% of the agricultural land area under use
recovered had received support for life and production stabilization by cash equivalent to
30kg of rice for a month (from 3 to 24 months). Support to overcome poverty according
to plan of compensation, support and resettlement, which was approved by Tien Giang
PPC and other PPCs in project area. According to Decision of Tien Giang PPC, , for the
households lost under 10% of their land, they also receive an amount for production
stabilization, 3 months and 6 months for relocation and no relocation respectively.
58. Livelihood restoration program: Tien Giang PPMU coordinated with consultant unit for
updating Resettlement plan set up a livelihood restoration program for severely affected
households in project area, based on the results of consultations with affected
households, DCARB, local government and the commune/district People's Committee.
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+ For the Ba Rai – Phu An subproject: There were 11 households interested in
supporting the improvement of agricultural production, in which 6 households interested
in cow breeding, 01 household interested in pig breeding and 04 households interested
in planting durian. In order to ensure that households are eligible to participate livelihood
restoration program and livelihood restoration program would be carried out, DCARB
and affected persons have agreed that livelihood restoration program would be
integrated with vocational training policies of Tien Giang PPC. However, payment of
compensation cash, support and resettlement for affected households in Ba Rai – Phu
An subproject are in process of implementation so livelihood restoration program has not
been carried out. It is expected to carry out livelihood restoration program after finishing
compensation for AHs. Land development center of Cai Lay district and Cai Lay town will
cooperate with wards/communes PC in project area to implement public consultation for
AHs on livelihood restoration program and redefine AHs’ demand. After that, an
appropriate livelihood restoration program will be set up.
+ Thus, although affected households in subprojects had received compensation cash,
support and resettlement but cash support for livelihood restoration program has not.
Therefore, Tien Giang PPU and relevant agencies should resolve quickly and as soon as
possible the outstanding issues in line the requirements of the uRP.
+ For the sub-project on salinity intrusion control in Go Cong area: CLFD of Go Cong
town signed a contract with the Economics Department of Go Cong town to set up
income restoration program for affected households under the subproject. At present,
the plan of implementing the income restoration program had been established by the
Economic Department of Go Cong town and approved by the Go Cong Town People's
Committee according to Decision No. 3588 / QD - UBND of Go Cong town on 30th
November, 2016 (Detail See appendix 17). According to the second monitoring phase,
the plan of implementing income restoration program established for 54 severely
affected households with two models of livelihood restoration were goat breeding model
(15 households registered) and high quality rice cultivation model (39 households
registered). However, during the implementation of the plan, the households registered
the model of high quality rice had changed to goat breeding model. During the
deployment of the plan, the Center for Land Development coordinated with the
Economics Department of the town to review the households of the income restoration
program, resulting in 3 households not eligible to participate in the income restoration
program (including Ms. Pham Thi My - Ward 5: dead, Mrs. Nguyen Thi Kim Cuc - Ward
5: Hotel business, Mr. Dang Thanh Chung - Ward 5: Doctors of private clinics). In
addition, the program also added two more households: Mr. Pham Van Thoai - Long
Thuan and Mr. Dong Thanh Canh - Long Chanh commune. Thus, the number of
households participating in the income restoration program was 53 households. Total
budget for implementation of the income restoration program approved is 451,800,000
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dong, of which 424,000,000 dong is subsidized for breeding stock and 27,800,000 dong
for technical breed training. At the time IMO consultant monitored in Go Cong town, the
Go Cong town Economics Department was conducting the selection of contractor to
supply goats.
59. Recommentdation: immediately implement the IRP for AHs after completion of the
compensation for households to ensure that the policies of the project was carried out
well and complied with the approved uRP.
5.2.6. Site clearance and land hand-over
60. At the time of IMO consultant surveying on the Ba Rai – Phu An subproject site,
clearance work was implementing in 26/28 sewers in the site of Cai Lay town, Cai Lay
District and Cai Be District. At Hai Lim sewer (Ward 2 Cai Lay town), Dap Chua (Binh
Phu commune – Cai Lay town) and Dong Sao – Ca Nua (Phu An commune – Cai Lay
District), the clearance work did not completed because 05 households / 3 culverts had
not received compensation.
61. Monitoring results show that households had handed over ground after receiving
compensation cash because they agree with compensation policies of the subproject.
Besides, those households also expected to receive a bonus for handing over the
ground on schedule as mentioned in subproject’s policies.
62. Currently, where the project locations have completed payment of compensation, CLFD
of towns/districts have handed over the ground to Employer and contractors. In the preconstruction period, IMO recommended Employer managing tightly the site to avoid reencroachment in project area.
5.2.7. Arrangement for resettlement
63. According to the updated RP, 52 households must relocate due to land acquisition in Ba
Rai – Phu An subproject, in which 29 households shall not relocate to another place.
Such households only resettle in place and rebuild house on the rest of their land area.
This significantly reduces negative impacts to their housing and income. However, 23
remaining households shall relocate to another place. After the meeting to consult their
desires of relocation, these households recommended to local government for staying in
current place instead relocating to new resettlement area (because new resettlement
area is quite far from their current place). 53 households would be received
compensation cash for losing properties and support for livelihood restoration. For
example, for the households resettled in place, they are not only received compensation
cash for losing properties (based on replacement cost) and cash support for construction
of new housing but also received support for livelihood restoration. For the households
must relocate to another place, in addition to payment for losing properties, they would
receive a financial grant higher than households resettled in place. Those households
would receive an amount 80,000,000 dong instead 64,000,000 dong for the households
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selected to build housing on channel bank (illegal construction). All resettlement
households would be invited to participate to livelihood restoration program.

Figure 1: The new houses of the households relocated in place
Surveys showed that the assistances for transitional period, house renting and relocation
have been provided for 52 out of 52 displaced households at the same time of paying
compensation, and complied with the regulations of Tien Giang PPC (Provincial People's
Committee), and the requirements in uRP approved by ADB.
5.2.8. Grievance Redress Mechanisms
64. A well-defined grievance redress and resolution mechanism has been established with 4
steps and presented in RP as well uRP. Complaint files are stored at all levels. At
commune level, The People Committee is responsible for documenting and keeping file
of all complaints that it handles. At district level, CLFD is responsible for documenting
and keeping file of all complaints that it handles.
65. At the time of IMO monitoring of Ba Rai - Phu An sub-project, there was one complaint of
Doan Van Banh’s household affected by Dap Chua sewer in Binh Phu Commune, Cai
Lay district. Mr. Doan Van Banh proposed to compensate the land which is now a public
road. In his opinion, his land recovered 03 roads, in which he claimed to compensate for
02 roads he reclaimed himself. In addition, he also commented that the cost of
relocation, leveling up and rebuilding assistance for the warehouse business was still not
enough to move to a new place. In order to solve this problem, The CLFD of Cai Lay
Commune coordinated with Binh Phu Commune People's Committee to verify the origin
of the land at the location of the two roads that Mr. Doan Van Banh had petitioned and at
the time of IMO consultation in the fourth phase monitoring not having officially
conclusion. There were also four other households including Mr. Le Thanh Binh’s
household (Hai Lim sewer, Ward 2, Cai Lay town), Mrs. Le Ngoc Phuong’s household
(Hai Lim sewer, Ward 2, Cai Lay town),Mr. Nguyen Van Son’s household ( Dong Sau –
Ca Nua sewer, Phu An Commune, Cai Lay District, these households had comments on
the compensation unit price of land, houses and architectural structures, all households
said that the unit price was low and did not agree to get money. By the questions of
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these households, the CLFDs of district and town worked with households to explain the
policies and set of unit prices for compensation applied in the project. However, these
households have not yet agreed to receive the support. Work and encouragement plans
to these households have been continuing by the CLFD in coordination with the
Commune People's Committee
5.2.9. Satisfaction of the Affected People on Resettlement Implementation.
66. Except some households wondering or complaining as mentioned above, almost
affected households are aware the importance and benefit of Subproject. Hence,
affected people as well as non-affected people extremely welcome to this subproject,
they also recommend Tien Giang PPMU will early deploy constructing the works.
67. The results of monitoring show that most of affected people are satisfactory with
compensation of project: i) All households that received compensation cash, support and
resettlement are satisfied with project’s policies as well as compensation cost; ii) For the
households that have not received compensation cash or enough compensation cash,
they are also satisfied to receive compensation cash, support and resettlement in the
next phase. Therefore, they want Tien Giang PPMU will quickly carry out payment for
compensation, support and resettlement, so they can plan to stabilize their lives.
68. According to IMO, Tien Giang PPMU, Dong Thap PPMU and DCLFDs and authorities at
all levels have actively solved to ensure for affected people’s entitlements through
compensation and assistance implementation was compliant with the provisions of
national laws and regulations, conformity to requirements of the approved resettlement
documents and the SPS, 2009.
5.2.10. Gender impacts and strategy .
69. The subproject “Construction of flood controlling system in Ba Rai – Phu An region, Tien
Giang province has totally got 247 households (309 populations) affected by agricultural
land acquisition, in which has 46/247 households with female-headed. Women is more
affected than men because searching work of women are more limited than men (due to
health, knowledge, awareness, and sometimes it also is prejudices).
70. In process of land acquisition and site clearance, Tien Giang PPC, CLFD of Cai Lay
town, Cai Lay district and Cai Be district, CPCs in project area have focused on to solve
issues above and developed to support affected people (mainly are women), especially
affected households that woman is female-headed:
-

Socio-economic data, labor distribution and scope of effect have been collected and
separated by gender

-

Disclosure information and public consultation have been carried out to ensure the
participations of male and female in an effort strengthening female’s participation to
make a decision. A series of Disclosure information and public consultation have
been implemented with 43.67% of total meeting participants was females.
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-

Assistance measures to protect economic-social for vulnerable households such as
Households headed by women, poor householdsP with an appropriate cost.

-

In case the projects related to new land allocation or house rights for land
substitution and houses are withdrew, possession right have to belong to both
husband and wife.

-

Compensation and assistance by cash was given to both husband and wife.

71. Income restoration programs for severely AHs by the subproject have not been
implemented. IMO recommends: Income restoration activities should be designed with
the active participation of women.
5.3. Outstanding issues
72. As mentioned in Section 5.2, the outstanding issues need to be solved as following:
-

For households who have not agreed the amount of compensation of Ba Rai – Phu An,
Tien Giang PPMU and CLFDs of Cai Lay commune, Can Lay town should coordinate
with PC of Communes/Wards to advocate and explain for residents to quickly
implement the payment for these affected households so that the project can be carried
out soon and does not influent to the overall progress of the project.

-

About livelihood and production stabilization program for AHs (lost over 10%
agricultural area). The AHs received an amount according to regulation of Tien Giang .
Thus, an plan for additional fund to offset the difference between PPC’s regulations and
the proposed policies in uRPs needs to be quickly finalized, submitted for approval and
implemented for APs

-

Income restoration program for severely affected households and vulnerable
households in subproject has not been carried out. Therefore, after compensation
completed, Tien Giang PPMU and CLFD should coordinate with local authorities to
deploy livelihood restoration program, ensure a stable life for local people after carrying
out project.

5.4. Responsibility for implementing the action plans
73. After the report has been reviewed and disclosed by ADB, CPO/CPMU will take the
responsible to implement action plan to fix all findings and announce to relevant local
agencies including DARD, PPMU so that they can work together to solve the remaining
issues and to make concrete action plans
74. CPO/CPMU will officially inform to DARD and Tien Giang PPMU, all findings and request
Tien Giang DARD/PPMU, for action. Although Tien Giang DARD/PPMU discussed and
agreed with the results and the actions needed in the monitoring reports, official letters
from CPO/CPMU about the findings and request the executive action is crucial to
DARD/PPMU can work with PPCs participating to the project.
75. Tien Giang Province People's Committee makes a decision for solving the problem and
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allocate budget for the implementation of solving problems that still exist.
76. DARD/PPMU of Tien Giang, PCs of districts/towns, CLFD will perform the action.
77. Independent monitoring consultant will monitor the implementation of the action plan.
Table 8:Responsibility and progress of the action plan
STT

Activities

Responsible

Announcement/discussion
1

with

CPO/CPMU on the findings and

ADB

necessary actions

2

Announcement/discussion with Tien
Giang DADR/ Tien Giang PPMU on

CPO/CPMU

Time frame
First week of April,
2017

Second

week

of

April, 2017, 2017

the findings and necessary actions
Working with Tien Giang Province
3

People's Committee for decision-

DADR/PPMU

making for solving the problem
4

Tien Giang Province

Fourth week of May,

problem and allocate budget

People's Committee

2017

Tien Giang/Dong Thap

Fourth week of May,

Province People's

2017

Report

#

3on

an

one

page

information paper
Announcement
6

April, 2017

Making decisions for solving the
Summary the content of Monitoring

5

Fourth week of

Committee
the

information

document and decision of

Tien

Fourth week of May,
PPMU/ PCP, District

2017

PPMU/ PCP, District

April- May, 2017

Independent

Beginning of

monitoring consultant

August, 2017

Giang Province People
7
8

Solving the problems
Monitoring implementation of the
action plans
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VI. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENTDATION
6.1. Conclusion
78. Up to now, the Ba Rai- Phu An Subproject has paid compensation, support and
resettlement to 242/247 households belonging to 26 sewers. The total compensation
paid directly to affected households is about 55,585,146,835 dong/ 57,299,575,835
dong. Two unfinished sewers are Hai Lim sewer (Ward 2 - Cai Lay town) and Dap Chua
sewer (Binh Phu commune - Cai Lay district). The total number of remaining households
in these two sewers which has not received compensation or resettlement assistance is
5 households, of which 4 are still questioning the compensation unit price for land and
structures, the left households claimed that the unit price is low and not accurate, 01
other households are complaining about the compensation for the area of land for public
traffic roads through the land plot of the household, the household believes that these
two roads are opened by themselves.
79. As mentioned above, the compensation, support and resettlement plan of the Ba RaiPhu An sub-project is divided into different phases. Until now, after several payment
phases to affected households, theses households have received the compensation,
support for land, houses, buildings, plants and domestic animals and other assets on
land, the compensation resettlement assistance, support for change of occupation and
create jobs, support for livelihood and production stability in accordance with the
Provincial People's Committee. The proposed project support programs in the uRP
including income restoration programs, support to vulnerable households, and the
variation in the level of livelihood and production support between regulations of
Provincial People's Committees with the project policies have not been implemented. It
is expected to be implemented in the next phase.
Therefore, Tien Giang PPMUs and CLFDs should coordinate with local authorities to
quickly develop plans and allocate budget to implement the remaining support programs
for affected people to ensure the stability of people's lives after the implementation of the
project and to ensure that the approved policies in the uRP are carried out well and
complied with the requirements of ADB.
80. For the Go Cong sub-project: The income restoration program for households have been
implemented well and complied with the needs and aspirations of the people.
81. Basically, Tien Giang PMU and DCARB have complied with the resettlement procedures
presented in the sub-project RP and in Decree No. 84/2007/ND-CP by the Government
of Vietnam. Representatives of the affected people and relating sectors participate in
and monitor the project information disclosure, inventory, and compensation payment.
Complaints by the affected people have been received and settled timely by the PMU
and the authorities. Internal monitoring has also been implemented by Tien Giang
PPMU.
82. Resettlement data, documents are stored at DCLFD and PPMU in form of paper
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documents and computers for management and reporting purposes. Tien Giang, Dong
Thap PPMU has assigned staff in charge of Compensation and resettlement to
cooperate with DCLFD in implementing compensation and clearance for the project.
With this operation, implementation of the project compensation and resettlement has
been precise, objective and easy, the affected people’s grievances have been treated
timely and the resettlement implementation progress has been ensured.
6.2. Recommendation
83. To ensure rights and benefits of the affected people, help them promptly settling down,
developing production and to be able to construct the sub-project at the planned
progress, IMO have some recommendations as follows:
For the Ba Rai – Phu An subproject : Tien Giang PPMU and DCARB and DCLFD
should focus on settlement and payment for the 5 remaining households, and quickly
develop a supplemental plan to support livelihoods and production for the severely
affected households. by the proposed policy in uRP, consult to affected people and
develop the income restoration programs, support for vulnerable groups.
For the Go Cong sub-project: The income restoration program have been implemented
well, and complied with the needs and aspirations of the people. It is recommended
that the Economics Department of the town should accelerate the progress of
approving the dossier and select the contractor to supply the breed so that the affected
people can be quickly received the assistance amount and can ensure their stable
lives.
84. Tien Giang PPMU needs to enhance monitoring during the construction phase to ensure
that any negative impacts on the local people during construction will be measured and
compensated timely in accordance with the project policies. During this period, the PMU
still needs to arrange specialized staff to perform the tasks of internal supervision, use
the form 1 and 2 referred to in Annex 4 of this report.
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APPENDIX
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Minutes of work between the IMO and the implementing agencies
Some typical images during monitoring
List the interviewed households
Internal monitoring form
Decision no.2183/QD-UBND dated 16 May, 2015
Decision No 3067/QD – UBND dated 16 May, 2016
Decision no 4232/QD-UBND dated 01 June, 2016
Minute of approving the draft compensation plan and the temporary
compensation value for households
9. Minute of public posting of the draft compensation plan and the temporary
compensation value.
10. Confirmation of the ending time of the public posting of the proposed
compensation plan and the value of temporary compensation for affected
households.
11. Detail compensation plan for each affected households
12. Affected property declaration
13. Inventory minutes of land, housing, structure on land and crops, trees of AHs
14. List of BAHs receiving cash aid
15. Payment for AHs
16. Notification of the confirmation of sales, the amount of tax paid to state
budget by Doan Van Banh’ household and details of support
17. Income restoration for affected people in Go Cong sub-project
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Appendix 1–MINUTES OF WORK BETWEEN THE IMO AND THE IMPLEMENTING
AGENCIES
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Appendix 2–SOME TYPICAL IMAGES DURING MONITORING
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Appendix 3– LIST OF THE INTERVIEWED HOUSEHOLDS
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Appendix 4 - INTERNAL MONITORING FORM
Sample 1: Monitoring the social security problem in the construction phase
(Applicable to the sub-projects in the construction phase)
PMU of

PPPPPPPPPP.

Date: PP./PP./PPP

Report period

From: PP./PP./PPP

To: PP./PP./PPP

Name of subproject:
Investment location:
No.

The monitoring content

The level / progress

1 Actual progress of ongoing projects (which
stage?)
2 Site clearance and payment of compensation to
affected people
3 The complaints related to compensation,
support and resettlement of affected people by
the time of reporting (if applicable)
The problems arise after completing the support
policy of resettlement and livelihood recovery?
(if any)
4 Assessment construction process, what effects
that the project activities affect to the community
(positive / negative)?
5 Conclusion, suggestions

[Signature and stamp]
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INTERNAL MONITORING FORM
Sample 2: Settlement of complaints status.
PMU of

PPPPPPPPPP.

Date: PP./PP./PPP

Report period

From: PP./PP./PPP

To: PP./PP./PPP

Name of subproject:
Investment location:

Subproject/
Items

Commune level

District level

Number of Number of
Number of
households households households
complaint
were
complaint
satisfactorily
resolved

Board of compensation

Number of
Number of
households households
were
complaint
satisfactorily
resolved

Ban QLDA tỉnh PPMU

Number of
Number of
households households
were
complaint
satisfactorily
resolved

Province

Number of
Number of
households households
were
complaint
satisfactorily
resolved

Number of
N
households ho
were
co
satisfactorily
resolved
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Appendix 6: Decision No 3067/QD – UBND dated 16 May, 2016
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Appendix 7: Decision no 4232/QD-UBND dated 01 June,
2016
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Appendix 8: Minute of approving the draft compensation plan and the
temporary compensation value for households
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Appendix 9: Minute of public posting of the draft compensation plan and the
temporary compensation value.
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Appendix 10: Confirmation of the ending time of the public posting of the
proposed compensation plan and the value of temporary compensation for
affected households.
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Appendix 11. Detail compensation plan for each affected households
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Appendix 12: Affected property declaration
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Appendix 13: Inventory minutes of land, housing, structure on land and crops,
trees of AHs
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Appendix 14: List of BAHs receiving cash support
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Appendix 15: Payment for AHs
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Appendix 16: Notification of the confirmation of sales, the amount of tax paid to
state budget by Doan Van Banh’ household and details of support money

UBND HUYỆN CAI LẬY

CỘNG HÒA XÃ HỘI CHỦ NGHĨA VIỆT NAM
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Độc lập - Tự do - Hạnh phúc
Cai Lậy, ngày tháng năm 2015

BẢNG TỔNG HỢP MẤT LỢI TỨC KINH DOANH ĐỐI VỚI
HỘ ÔNG ĐOÀN VĂN BẢNH
TIỂU DỰ ÁN KIỂM SOÁT VÀ GIẢM RỦI RO DO LŨ VÙNG BA RÀI - PHÚ AN
Cống Đập Chùa - xã Bình Phú

STT
1

Họ và tên

Thu nhập chịu
thuế
(đồng/tháng)

Đơn vị
tính
(tháng)

Mức hỗ
trợ
(%)

Thành tiền
(đồng)

Ghi chú

Đoàn Văn Bảnh (Cống Đập Chùa)
2013

5,264,000

12

15%

9,475,000

2014

2,340,000

12

15%

4,212,000

Quí I, II, III
năm 2015

2,080,000

12

15%

3,744,000

Tổng: 03 năm

9,684,000

Tổng mức hỗ trợ
(bình quân 3
năm)

3,228,000

17,431,000
12

15%

5,810,000

Năm triệu, tám trăm mười nghìn đồng
Bằng chữ: đồng.
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Appendix 17: Income restoration for affected people in Go Cong sub-project
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